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 Which Australian TV Series featured students from the fictional school Hartley High?

 Where would you find NATO’s headquarters?

 Which Planet in our Solar System has a large moon called Titan’?

 From which State was Hillary Clinton elected to serve in the Senate in November 2000?

 Which Irish Singer was born Paul Hewson?

 What is the second episode of the StarWars films called?

 How many FIFAWorld Cup titles has Italy Won (as of 2017)?

 Which US State is also known as the ‘Bluegrass State’?

 Whose hit singles have included ‘Diamonds’, ‘Rude Boy’ and ‘Stay’?

 Who was Eva Braun married to for just 40 minutes in 1945?

Science and Nature

My Score

 Glaucoma affects which part of the body’?

 Which flightless bird lays the worlds largest eggs?

 What happens to a female butterfly after it lays eggs?

 In what type of environment do most crustaceans live?

 Which natural disaster is measured on the Richter Scale?

 What is the main ingredient of glass?

 Does a millipede have more, less or exactly 1,000 feet?

 An ore is a mineral that contains what?

 Is the Whale Shark a mammal or a fish?

Who’s Who?
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 How is Jeremy John Durham Ashdown better known?

 Raymond Blanc is famous for being what?

 Which Betty became the House of Commons first Woman Speaker?

 Which member of the Allen Family stars in Game of Thrones?

 Which Dame leads the charge in Downton Abbey?

 Which trendy homeware store did Terence Conran found in the 60's’?

 Which part of you would you ask Nicky Clarke to cut off’?

 How was Yorkshire-based murderer Peter Sutcliffe better known?

 Which celebrity Daughter was named after the song Chelsea Morning?

 Who release an album in 1975 called Uri Geller?
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 Which renowned comedian said 'I never forget a face, but in your case, I'd
be glad to make an exception'?

 Which Planet is named after the Roman Ruler of the Gods and Heavens?

 In relation to time, what do the initials AM stand for?

 Which European City is known locally as Den Haag?

 Which best-selling British Band took their name from a South African Football Team?

 In 2011, Hosni Mubarak was ousted as President of which Country?

 What were the first names of the motor manufacturers Rolls and Royce?

 What do the initials 'PVC' stand for?

 Britain's most prestigious theatre awards are named after which actor?

 Which American Golfer won his second US Masters title in three years in 2014?
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 How is Jeremy John Durham Ashdown better known?

 Raymond Blanc is famous for being what?

 Which Betty became the House of Commons first Woman Speaker?

 Which member of the Allen Family stars in Game of Thrones?

 Which Dame leads the charge in Downton Abbey?

 Which trendy homeware store did Terence Conran found in the 60's’?

 Which part of you would you ask Nicky Clarke to cut off’?

 How was Yorkshire-based murderer Peter Sutcliffe better known?

 Which celebrity Daughter was named after the song Chelsea Morning?

 Who release an album in 1975 called Uri Geller?

 Glaucoma affects which part of the body’?

 Which flightless bird lays the worlds largest eggs?

 What is a puffball?

 What happens to a female butterfly after it lays eggs?

 In what type of environment do most crustaceans live?

 Which natural disaster is measured on the Richter Scale?

 What is the main ingredient of glass?

 Does a millipede have more, less or exactly 1,000 feet?

 An ore is a mineral that contains what?

 Is the Whale Shark a mammal or a fish?

 Which Australian TV Series featured students from the fictional school Hartley High?

 Where would you find NATO’s headquarters?

 Which Planet in our Solar System has a large moon called Titan’?

 From which State was Hillary Clinton elected to serve in the Senate in November 2000?

 Which Irish Singer was born Paul Hewson?

 What is the second episode of the StarWars films called?

 How many FIFAWorld Cup titles has Italy Won (as of 2017)?

 Which US State is also known as the ‘Bluegrass State’?

 Whose hit singles have included ‘Diamonds’, ‘Rude Boy’ and ‘Stay’?

 Who was Eva Braun married to for just 40 minutes in 1945?

 Which renowned comedian said 'I never forget a face, but in your case, I'd
be glad to make an exception'?

 Which Planet is named after the Roman Ruler of the Gods and Heavens?

 In relation to time, what do the initials AM stand for?

 Which European City is known locally as Den Haag?

 Which best-selling British Band took their name from a South African Football Team?

 In 2011, Hosni Mubarak was ousted as President of which Country?

 What were the first names of the motor manufacturers Rolls and Royce?

 What do the initials 'PVC' stand for?

 Britain's most prestigious theatre awards are named after which actor?

 Which American Golfer won his second US Masters title in three years in 2014?


